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General debate (continued)

[Agenda item 8]

SPEECHES BY MR. COSTA DU RELS (BOLIVIA), MR. EDEN
(UNITED KINGDOM), MR. BELAUNDE (PERU) AND
MR. PEARSON (CANADA) .

1. Mr. COSTA DU RELS (Bolivia) (translated from
French): The sixth session of the General Assembly is
meeting, it would seem, in an atmosphere of hope. The
fifth, the fourth, the third sessions, and even the second,
also met in an atmosphere of hope. Why ? Because hope
is the easy, conventional mask concealing the cruellest
realities.

2. These realities are very different from those the founders
of the Organization at San Francisco held shining before
our eyes on the morrow of the cruellest catastrophe the
world has known. By putting in our hands a Charter inspired
by the highest ideals, but already conceived in ambiguity,
they made us promises which have not been kept. By giving
us a Charter inspired by the highest ideals, but based upon
the permanent agreement of the great Powers, they made us
promises which have not been kept.

.3. As the mortar binds all the stones of a building, so that
agreement-or I should rather say that compromise-binds
together all the Articles of the Charter and forms its frame.
Yet never, I repeat never, since 1946 has this agreement
among the great Powers amounted to anything but profound
disagreement, and never has the structure of the Charter
been so severely shaken.

4. It would be otiose again to mention that the Security
Council, despite all the powers with which it is}nvested, has
failed in its task. The immoderate, the excessive use of the
veto, falling like a bludgeon, has paralysed it: Semi
<conscious as a result, it has been able to concern Itself 0I!ly
with minor matters and, unfortunately, like a wheel WIth
.a sprung axle, to spin in the void.

5. Yet Article 42 of the Charter gave the Security
Council-an unexpected innovation-the basic means of
enforcing its decislOns, a United Nations armed force.

.£. You are all acquainted with the conclusions that em~rged
from the long discussions of the Military Staff CommIttee,
;although it was composed of the most brilliant officers of the

last war. You all know that these discussions were sabotaged<
by the USSR representative, by his time-wasting speeches
and, subsequently, by his systematic absence. And what
was the conclusion ? It was painful, it was disappointing.
The armed forces of the Umted Nations were not to be
larger than those of anyone of the great Powers.

7. Thus the secular arm, once demanded so warmly, so
movingly by Aristide Briand, to whose memory I must
pay a tribute of respect, would become in the hands of the
strong a method of bringing the weak and the small to heel.

8. How far we have come from the juridical and philo
sophic digressions of Dumbarton Oaks I. How far.from the
idylls of Yalta an~ Pots~am r The tra~lC a~blguity of the
morrow of victory IS obVIOUS to all and bids fair to change the
present and future of the United Nations from top to
bottom 1

9. But errors come home to roost I It was a juridical er~~r
to base the whole system set up by the Charter on a pOl.ltl
cally impracticable compromise.. It was a psy?hologl~al
error to make such a compromIse between natIOns With
fundamentally different cultures, interests and i~eologies.
It was a psychological error to take t~e ~omradeshl~ of war
and victory and the momentary comcldence of mterests
for a permanent guarantee of friendship and mutual
confidence.

10. The ancients recommended mortals pursuing hap
piness to mark each day with a white stone. We see,
alas as we glance backwards, that the whole road since 1945
is paved with black stones.

11. Hardly a week ago the USSR representa~ive in this
very Assembly repli~d to. the W~stern Powers proposals
for disarmament, whIch might ObVlOusly h~ve been a useful
basis for discussion with sarcastic remarks 10 doubtful taste.
But as he knows that even the crudest irony is not really a
political position, he put forward certain counte~-proposals •
I will deal only with one of them : that for a disarmament
conference .of Member and non-member States of the
United Nations to be held in June 1952 [A/1944].

12. What does this mean ? Does the ~oviet ~ni0!1 n~
longer regard the United NatIOns as a valid orgamzatlOn .
Does it think that all negotiations ~o ensure peace sho';lld
be concluded outside the Organizatton? After weakemng
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21. I should like to draw the Assembly's attention and
sympathy to this heartening aspect of international collabo
ration, to this over-all experiment in planned technical
assistance. It is the first large-scale activity undertaken
by the United Nations in the complex and varied life
of a country desperately trying to work out its destiny.

22. Labour must be accompanied by bodily, mental and
social health. The worker must find happiness not only
in a fair wage but in healthy living conditions and in an
atmosphere of relaxed confidence, in which he and his
employer can live side by side and work for the common
weal.

23. AIl in all, it is a great honour and a great satisfaction
to present to you today the example of a small country,
economically weak but potentially wealthy, asking the strong
to make it in the future what they are today. The example
of the United States of America 1tl the past shows that this
is possible.

24. Unfortunately, there is a shadow over this profession
of faith which I cannot conceal. Bolivia which, in no
merce?ary spirit, placed all its resources of strategic
materIals at the disposal of the allied countries fighting for
freedom, is today facing a very serious problem, both
econo~ic and moral. I must bring it to the Assembly's
attentIOn.

25. The price of tin, the basis of the Bolivian economy, has
for some months been subjected to the unilateral criterion
of a purchaser against whom my country is defenceless.
An attempt is being m,ade to force upon it, by the methods
used. by the str.ong agamst the weak, a price which bears no
relatIOn to eqUIty or to the spirit of co-operation. Whereas
the manufactured goods sold to us, and the other non
ferrou~metals, have risen in price by from 40 to 60 per cent.
the pnce offered to us for tin is within a few cents that of
1945.. I~ a fair and reasonable so'lution is not found by direct
negotlat,IOn, ~h.ere is a danger of a far-reaching economic
and SOCial cnSlS. Not only the Bolivian Government and
em~loyers, but also the whole Bolivian working class, are
caIlmg the Assembly's attention, through me, to the serious
pr?blem caused. by the artificial lowering of the price of a
pnmary stra~eglc raw material and by the unfair price
Imposed for It. At present purchases and sales have cotne
to an end. I hope, however that I shall be able in the near
future to inform the Asse~bly that a reasonable solution
~as ~een found in ~he spirit of friendly co-operation which.
IS l.ald upon countrIes of goodwill by the Charter, and to
wInch my Government remains deeply attached.

26.. In. conclusion, may I be permitted to express my'
satl~fact,Ionat .the fact that the Assembly is holding its sixth
seSSIon ~n ParIS. ~t seems that I am in some small degree
responSIble for thIS. Some delegations have praised me

this Organization by an attitude which is the negation of bombs being tested, my Government has asked the United
international collaboration, after exhausting its advantages Nations to send a mission of inquiry to make a general
and propaganda resources, the Soviet Union considers the survey of all its material and intellectual resources. !

United Nations no longer suited to its interests and designs
and intends to do without it. 20. The Keenleyside mission, to which I cannot pay

enough of a tribute, has completed its investigation and an
agreement between Bolivia and the United Nations has just
been signfed on the.basils ofits reRort. -pndebr this agreerndenrt I
a team 0 internatlOna experts III vanous ranches an 0
various nationalities will completely recast our much too
obsolete administrative services in accordance with a pre
established plan. They are to discover means to set onr
currency on a sound basis and to plan the exploration,
exploitation and distribution of our resources within the
limits set by our Constitution and laws.

13. A few of us still here-I see them in this hall- attended
the 1932 Disarmament Conference at Geneva. That
conference, called by the League of Nations, comprised
Member and non~member States, just like the conference
Mr. Vyshinsky is proposing now~ I do not want to annoy the
augurs, but you all know what became of that Disarmament
Conference. When it was of no further use to Hitler in
obtaining acceptance of his views, the famous Gleichberech
tigullg, Germany left the Disarmament Conference and the
League of Nations. Seven years later, the same Germany
and the Soviet Union, champion of peace, signed the
agl'eements of August 1939 and together plunged the
;yorld in~o a hell fr~m which it has not yet ~ntirely emerged,
mto which, there IS every reason to belIeve, an effort is
buing made to plunge it again.

14. So, I ask you and I ask myself whether it was for that
that mankind endured such untold agonies for so many
years ? Was it for that that women shed torrents of tears?
"Vas it for that that we gave the lives of our children lives
which we had worked upon as upon a masterpiece s~ that
they could be finer and more useful than our own ? Shall
all who died have to repcat that terrible sentence which
Rudyard Kipling wrote on the tomb of a soldier of the
previous war: " Passer-by, go tell the living that they lied
to us " ? Lies, th~n, the words spoken by the false shepherds
t~) lull the good faI~h of defenceless people! Lies, the human
nghts, ~o state wll1~h a}one does honour to the spirit of man,
but whIch ~he tota!Itanan Moloch daily devours as they take
on a c.ert~m con~Istency. and assume some form J A lie,
too, thiS nght to hfe, sacnfieed daily to the criminal exercise
of state sovereignty I

15. So we have come to a wall, We must choose: either
",:C have retreat, th~ Charter torn to shreds by admitted
vI~le~ce and ~ggresslOn or b:r Machiav~lliar: sapping of the
pnnclples whIch are the baSIS of our lIberties, our dignity
ar;d our moral he~lth ; or we have reasoned collaboration
wlt}ldr~wal o~ pnd,e, partial waiving of that sovereignty
which IS of disservice to many causes, the patient search
for a.peace that shall not be the peace of one or of the other
but Just peace. .,

16. Bl;lt, alas, to ju?ge by what we hear, it seems that
peace IS the exclUSIve prerogative of certain States as
ca~hboasts .that it alone has its secret. Yet, by a tragic ir~ny
thIS, secret IS not the secret of peace, but that of war. T~
defend peace you must have a firm grasp on death.

liI' Are we the playthings of some strange spell or are we
a . men who hav~ gone mad? Can we not lay aside our
gr.levanccs, our pnde, our secret interests ? Can we not do
WIthout our sarcastic remarks ? Can we go 0 1" •
world .n l' n Ivmg m a

• 1 perp~tua mournmg, in a world in which reattOlds, ~he hcrI~age of our forebears, words such as ho~our
ave, pIty, gratItude, kindness, have lost their meaning ?
f8. And though the voice of a small country like mine may
Je to~ 1eak to be .heard, allow me none the less to repeat
over .m( over agam ; Let us love one another I Let u
understand one another! Let us help one anotl~er ! s

19. The great Powers' duty is not only to defend e
by arms, but ~o defend it also by setting u such Nvi~e
standards as wdl promote order and justice pThu h'lg

the world resounds with the noise of arms b;ing for~ed~d



32. As many of you know, the greater part of my public
life has been concerned with the international scene. I can
only tell you, in reply to these doubts, that I am more than,
ever convinced that, if we are to succeed in this task, the'
nations of the world must submit to the rule of law and
abide by it. Confidence can only be created and maintained
on a basis of respect for international engagements. It is'
therefore the duty of all nations, as indeed it is their interest,
to respect international authority and to uphold it.

33. It was this conviction which led me, as Foreign Secre
tary, to put forward in 1943 the United Kingdom plan for
a new world organization. Much of this plan was eventually
embodied in the Charter of the United Nations. It was
this conviction which, even before the war with Germany
had ended, led me, on behalf of my country, to give the
fullest support to the initiative of the United States which
resulted in the conference at San Francisco. When I spoke
at the opening of that conference, in April 1945, I outlined
the reasons which made some kind of international organi
zation even more necessary then than it had been before. I
would like to quote to you these few words:

[Our proposals], I said, " impose obligations equally
on all of us, on every Power here represented. But I am
conscious that a special responsibility lies on great Powers
in these days when industrial potential is so decisive a
factor in military struggle... Great Powers can make a
two-fold contribution. They can make it by their support
of this organization. They can make it also by setting
themselves certain standards in international conduct and
by observing those standards scrupulously in all their
dealings with other countries... The greater the power
any State commands, the heavier its responsibility to
wield its power with consideration for others and with
restraint upon its own selfish impulses." 3

34. These words, I suggest, are as true today as when they
were spoken. With them in my mind I take this opportunity
to declare that my own faith in the principles and purposes
of our Charter is unshaken. That faith is not daunted,
either by the disappointments of the past or by the critical
challenge of the present. It is only too true that we are today
confronted with difficulties enough and to spare. They loom
and vex us in every continent. Yet, if the nations have the
will to solve them, here, in this Organization, is machinery
which by itself alone can work that miracle. Here we have
an instrument to hand. We must use it, as the Charter
says, as a centre for harmonizing the actions of nations. And
by that I mean the actions of all nations, for in my judgment
it would indeed be a tragedy if this Organization Lost for
any reason its universality, its appeal and its widely repre
sentative character for men of all creeds and convictions.

35. But the instrument cannot produce harmony in an
atmosphere of discord and abuse. For example, on Wed
nesday last three of the Powers represented here at this
Assembly, the United States, France and ourselves, put
before you certain proposals for disarmament [A/1943].
One might surely have expected, remembering the hopes
placed in the United Nations in the early days, that these
proposals would have been welcomed, or at least considered
on their merits. Yet, within a few hours, they were
denounced by the representative of the Soviet Union in a
speech which certainly did not err on the side of moderation.
Mr. Vyshinsky's cataract of abuse did not anger me, but
it saddened me, as I think it must have saddened and discou
raged the millions throughout the world who read or heard
of it. In my view the peoples of our countries do not expect

for it, others have blamed me, yet others still hold it against
me. That is really too much honour for a mere represen
tative of a small South American country. I must, however
remind ~ou ~hat in ratifying by a two-thir~s majority at it~
lifth seSSlOn 10 New York the draft resolutlOll submitted by
the delegations of Bolivia, Colombia and Peru [A/1593] 1 the
Assembly set aside budgetary considerations and based
itself on political and moral grounds alone.

27. Europe is the sick continent. Marshal Tito's recent
appeal is confirmation enough of that. It was therefore
tImely and wise for the United Nations to come and sit
beside its sick-bed. In these critical days when civilization is
being washed by a tidal wave, and the Mediterranean culture
to which my friend the Brazilian representative swore eternal
faith-and I join with him-is threatened, the gathering
of the United Nations in France seems symbolic.

28. Joseph de Maistre, who lived in a period almost as
topsy-turvy as our own, wrote in 1814 : " France has been
granted an undisputed mission to raise man to his highest
function". France is still fulfilling that mission. It is
gratifying that we are here to bear witness to that. A country
which has poured out the fruits of its genius, which has
convinced, persuaded, and, even better, charmed; a country
'whose ideas have formed distant nations still in the stage
of France's own turbulent youth j a country whose capital
is not a city, but a sun; a country which has made the
Champs Elysees the meeting place of the world ; a country
'which at will manipulates- masculine thought as easily as
feminine styles of hair and dress; where the Louvre is
Beauty, the Etoile Grandeur and Chaillot Peace and Fra
ternity-that country has taken upon itself a secular and
redoubtable responsibility. That responsibility France is
fulfilling still in offering us its wonderful and abounding
hospitality. And then there is Paris, the only city in the
'~vorld which one can take to one's heart without it bursting.

20. Mr. EDEN (United Kingdom): All civilization is
under a debt to France. For centuries those who have
visited this brave nation and its capital city have been in~

spired by its graceful culture and enlightened by its intellec
tual clarity. It is therefore appropriate that today, in the
year when Paris celebrates her two thousandth birthday, the
United Nations should be meeting in her midst. We are
all gmteful for her greeting.

30. It is six years since I had the privilege to address the
founder Members of this great Assembly. Unhappily, we
can none ofus pFetend that in the interval the world has made
any notable progress towards unity, toleration and enduring
peace. In 1945 at San Francisco the great Powers were
united in ajoint endeavour. In good faith, as we sincerely
hoped, this Organization was set up.

31. How different is the scene today. The abrupt division
of the nations into two confronting camps, their failure to
resolve the many problems which face them, the use of
force by aggressors in an attempt to compel the solu
tions which they seek, all these are clear enough evidence
.of a change for the worse. And to this I now find added,
ll.ere in the United Nations, another experience which is
new to me: the bitter vehemence of the polemics exchanged
.at international gatherings. It is small wonder if in such
conditions some should ask, can we breathe life into an
international order and build the peace and security for
which the whole world yearns?
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49. In the first place, Korea. The United Nations, which
took up the challenge of aggression, is ready and waiting
to make another great effort and help to bring about the
pacification and unification of this unfortunate country"

46. All this, I submit, is a new departure in three important
respects. Yet we are told that we have made no adval}ce
upon what we have proposed before. The USSR del~ga~lOn ..•has often complained in the past that we were artifiCially'
separating conventional and atomic armaments, and r
understand that argument. WeH, now we have linked them
together. Is that an advance or is it not ? .I~ our dis~rm
ament proposals contain nothing else, I submit m all senous
ness to my fellow representatives that for these reasons alone
they are worthy of study by this Assembly.

47. Now the criticism is made that we, in these proposals,
link the reduction of armaments with the settlement of
outstanding political issues. Of course we do. That. is
perfectly true; but that does not suggest t.hat we are lo?klpg
for reasons for delay, nor, still less, does It prove the Illsm-
cerity of our efforts. But is it not obvious to anyone who_
seriously thinks about these matters, particularly those of
us who sat through those long disarmament discussions at
Geneva so many years ago, that genuine disarmament can .only be achieved step by step with the reduction of tension -'
and the settlement of urgent political disputes ? If we had
come before you with grandiose proposals for immediate
disarmament, isolated from any attack upon the real funda
mental causes of tension, then you might have accused us,
and accused us justly, of insincerity. We have not done
this. We have been, I submit, realistic and practical.

48. I now turn to other ways, tasks for this Assembly, in
which we can show that we arc able to work constructively
for peace. And let me add that-and I say this as one who
has watched your work for so many years from without
one positive achievement by this Assembly or by the great
Powers whose differences are so notorious, would do more
to help the peace of the world than all the eloquence that
everybody's oratory in this Assembly can command. NoW
what are those tasks ?

General Asaemblv-Sixth Session-Plenary Meetings" once an arament proposals. We do not .insi~t upon the!ll'. as ~e- United Nalrepresentative of the USSR m~lllta~ns, ~ut we lllVlte t~IS great taskAssembly to examine them WIth slllcenty and goodWIll.. ~evastatcdWe ask our critics to study them. We suspect thcy may have •. aggression.been so busy laughing at them. that they have not really will be undhad time to read them. To us, It seems that our prop~sa1s-are serious and sensible and that they lay the foundatIOns- 50. In th
for a practical plan to be acc?mplished by stages. Let me :,n'ke~~:d(draw your attention to certaffi Important new features of ,..,
the proposals. ., determme

. Germany,
43. In the first place, we n?w p~t forward a progressive make it posystem of disclosure and VerIficatIOn of armed forces and ballot thrOlarmaments. We suggest-wt: onlr suggest; w.e do not of the jointdictate-that this should begm wIth the less Important Secretary-(categories of armed forces and armaments, and then move 10 reduce tIon to those that are more difficult to handle. This, I admit, is it not helpsomething new. Its purpose is not delay. The sooner we -{ Europe?can agree on the simpler categories, the sooner we shall have- a free Gcrthe confidence to tackle the more complex tasks. "ith a free
44. Secondly, wc propos~ t~at ~gr~ement sh.ou~d .be- 51. Thenreached on certain definite cntena, cntena for the limitatIOn for so long.of armaments of which Mr. Acheson the other day [335tll- to that srnmeeting] gave us examples. agree o?, t

occupatIOn45. Thirdly, and most signifi~ant of al~, we now propose and let livethat atomic weapons should be mcluded m the same system
of disclosure and verification as conventional armaments. 52. And ,
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38. Should we not, then-fellow representatives, I malce
this appeal-should we not, then, do much better to pro
claim a truce to name-calling and angry words ? Could we
not, instead, apply our minds dispassionately to serious
problems? I am sure that we should. Shall we try from
now onwards ? That will be my task.

39. Before I deal with positive tasks for this Assembly there
are two general points which I desire to make.

40. Wc are told that membership or the North Atlantic
Treaty is incompatible with membership of the United
Nation!!. This assertion is based on the charge that the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization is an aggressive bloc,
which it certainly is not, and never has been. Article 51 of
the Charter cxpressly recognizes the rights of collective
self-defence and the North Atlantic Treaty is firmly based
on that Article. Its sole purpose is defence. Why, then, you
may ask, was the North Atlantic Treaty necessary ? I was
not a member of the Government that signed it, but I and
my colleagues wholly and fully support it. The answar
to that question is that the disparity between the forces of
East and West had become a grave danger to peace. The
world has surely learned by painful experience the danger
of such inequality. We disarmed in good faith but our
example was not followed. In like good faith we now seek
to restore the balance, still in pursuit of peace. For we
know that to win that peace we must negotiate as equals.
41. The second condition is respect for the sanctity of
treaties. This is an obligation which binds all States-may
I say all States both small as well as great ? I commend to
your attention the wise words spoken on this subject by the
New Zealand [337th meetingl and Brazilian r335th meeting]
representatives. Those who benefit from coliective security
must also accept its obligations. Unless this is admitted,
the United Nations will never work, and there will be
il}ternational anarc~y. How, then, can we apply the rri~
Clples that I ,hav:e Just set before you to the work 0 thiSAssembly which IS meeting now ?

42. First, let me make it clear that France, the United
States and ourselves intend to persevere with our disarm-

their leaders to shout abuse at one another,_ but rather to
make contacts and to try to reach understandmgs for peace.
36 The most fantastic of all the charges levelled against
us' last Thursday was that we are war-mongers. l-et me
assure this audience-need I really do this ?-that everyone
in Britain" the people, Parliament, the Government" deeply
desire peace. And is not that natural enoug~? We have
suffered too much, as individuals and as a natIOn. We had
six years of war. For more than a year ~f that war the
countries of the Commonwealth ~d ,Empire s.tood al~ne
-alone-in the fight against Hitler s aggresslOn, whl}st
those who are noW calling us war-monger~ had a pact With
Hitler. Since the war I have trayelled wld~ly throughout
the British Commonwealth and III the Umted States of
America. Everywhere, everywhere, as in my own homeland,
I had first-hand evidence of how deeply the people, and
the Governments which they freely elect, are devoted to
peace.

37. In all our actions we seek peace ; yet our proposals are
laughed to scorn. I must admit that I do not understand
or accept such methods. I do not bel!eve, or ask you to
believe, that in any dispute one party IS one hundred per
cent a black villain, and the other party one hundred per
cent snow-white. That is against the law of averages. All
men are fallible, and peace can only rest on mutual forbear
ance and restraint.

56
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01lce an armistice has been concluded. Thereafter, the
,United Nations will be called upon to play its part in the
great task of restoring the shattered economy and the
devastated homelands of these long-suffering victims of
aggression. Let us resolve here and now that this ~reatwork
wifl be undertaken irrespective of ideological considerations.

50. In the second place, Germany. Can we not accept
the German Federal Chancellor's request? What are we
asked to do ? We are asked to agree to a commission to
determine whether conditions in the Federal Republic of
Germany, in Berlin and in the Soviet Zone of Germany
make it possible to hold genuinely free elections by secret
ballot throughout these areas. That has formed the subject
of the joint note [A(1938] which we have addressed to the
Secretary-General. Would not this proposal do something
to reduce the tension which exists in Europe today ? Would
it not help to· bring back unity and confidence to the heart of
Europe? Would we not thus bring nearer the day when
a free Germany can play her part in peaceful association
..vith a free Europe?

51. Then there is the issue of Austria which has waited
for so long. Can we not sign that treaty ? Can we not bring
to that small country evidence that the great Powers can
agree on tllis one issue, and relieve it of the burden of
occupation ? Cannot the Austrians be allowed at last to live
and let live?

52. And why cannot Italy be brought into full membership
of our Organization" why not? This nation, with its freely
elected government and its ancient and glorious traditions,
should be represented here. Why does the veto have to be
used to prevent that? Why does it frighten anybody ?
Surely this is a matter on which we should be able to agree
·without damage to anyone's interests. And there are other
similar examples, in particular Ceylon". .

53. It is not political weapons alone that we have to forge
and use to work for peace. You have well understood this
in your Organization, where a wide variety of agencies and
commissions are at WOl"k in many spheres touching on the
economic well-being, the health and the social advancement
of mankind. .

54. Mr. Acheson and Mr. Stikker, and my Australian and
New Zealand colleagues have all referred with trutll and
force to our urgent and immediate economic problems.
The Colombo Plan is one of the means by which we in the
Commonwealth family seek to meet this challenge. It is
an immensely formidable challenge, especially at a time when
the unwelcome necessity to reann adds fresh burdens to
our already laden shoulders, but it must be faced.

55. My message, therefore, to you is this: on both fronts,
I suggest, on both fronts together, political and economic,
let us grasp definite and limited problems, and work for
their practical solution. That is the real road to peace. That
is the way to make a fresh start. If we ean once do that, we
shall have created a situation, and, if you like, a climate, in
which the kind of moving appeal which Mr. AurioI made to
us can meet its full response. Preparation, confidence, and
agreement: that should be the order of our endeavour,
starting from small issues and working to the great, a steady
pursuit, with a fixed determination and with real goodwill.

56. For my part, I repeat: we threaten no one. We will
attack no one. We rearm for one purpose only: not for a
world war but to negotiate peace from strength. But if we
are to succeed in all this, then each one of us has a contri
bution to make. The Government and the people whom I
repr~nt here are second to none in the loyalty which we

give to the United Nations, and we have another loyalty
which we prize no less, our loyalty to the cause of freedom
itself. There is no conflict here. How could there be, when
the United Nations itself was born of a struggle to protect
freedom against tyranny ?

57. We in Britain are part of a Commonwealth family.
That partnership is our life and faith. For most of us there
would be no meaning in political endeavour without it, yet
this same partnership is constantly evolving. It takes new
forms and shapes; it weJcorn.es national aspirations as well
as the wider loyalties that bind us all; it is an instinctive
corn.radeship which has its message for the world. It tells
us that no nation is so strong or so rich in natural resources
that it can achieve as much by itself alone as in association
with others-partnership, comradeship, brotherhood, the
sense of commonwealth, call it what you will.

58. Here is a spirit which is stronger than race or creed
and ·which can move men and multitudes to a common
purpose. Today, we are trying to find a new relationship,
not only within the Commonwealth and Empire, but with
all nations and peoples with whom we come in contact. We
want it to be based on consent and goodwill, and I believe
that we have the experience and the understanding to give
form and reality to this faith, and surely it is a task for us
all.

59. In this scientific age, what can anyone hOJ>e to achieve
by violence except the destruction of life itself ? By tole
ration, patience and restraint, we can build a world worthy
of those in all our lands whom wc remembered yesterday.
In loyalty to them, and to those who follow after, we must
not, and we will not fail.

60. Mr. BELAUNDE (Peru) (translated from Spanish) :
This meeting of our Assembly is faced with an inescapable
fact: the grave tension and the anxiety bordering on despair
which were a feature of the time when we condemned the
attitude adopted by communist China have gradually
decreased and have given place to a measure of calm and
a ray of optimism.

61. What are the causes of this change? For a full
appraisal of its functions, the Assembly must realize the
moral factors at its command. Let me indicate quite
dispassionately the various reasons for this change for the
better in public opinion, although I am not unduly opti
mistic, since there has been no change in the points of vIew
expressed nor, unfortunately, has the acrimonious tone of
the debates lessened in any degree.

62. We must take account of one decisive factor: the
steadfast and heroic resistance which United Nations forces
have offered to aggression. We still lack the necessary
historical perspective which would enable us to appreciate
in its full and admirable signific~mce the resistance of the
United Nations to aggression in Korea. That resistance
has proved decisively that the United Nations is a living
force. We have succeeded in meeting an unexpected attack.
by steadfast opposition in the cause of justice and law, and
this resistance has prevented war from spreading to other
areas included in the plan of aggression, has strengthened
the hopes of all nations and, finally, has consolidated the
life of our Organization. An interesting feature of this
resistance, however, is its nature, moderation and limited.
character. Resistance was confined to precise objectives.
Disregarding schemes and illusions of intensified action, we
restricted ourselves to the defence of Korea and withstood.
the other aggression which followed later, when our task
seemed to have come to an end. Such moderation, such
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71. There is another point which is also o~ grea~ i~
portance; I refer to regional agreements. It IS gratIfy~ng
that the United Kingdom Secratery of State for ForeIgn
Affairs, speaking with the authority of that great nation,
has set forth in this hall the doctrine of these regional agree
ments; the North Atlantic Treaty is entirely in keeping
with the spirit and the letter of the Charter.

72. The Peruvian delegation recalls with satisfaction that
it was the first, in that memorable meeting of 13 April 1943,S

to defend the rightfulness, the legality and the constitutional
meaning of the North Atlantic Treaty. We peoples of Latin
America cannot but see with profound satisfaction the
reconstitution of Europe. I venture to say from this rostmm
that a united America would greet "with enthusiasm a united
Europe, since in the last analysis Europe, which is the
spiritual mother of America, has always been spiritually
united. There may have been wars and conflicts; never
theless, certain general principles of civilization have been
upheld.

73. Let me recall now that symbolic tripod referred to
in the famous conversation between Renan and Mommscn,
in which Germanic, Anglo-Saxon and Latin culture are
integrated. The tragedy of the world is precisely due to
the fact that this moral and cultural unity of Europe was
not accompanied by a unity based on economic co-operation
and international harmony. We feel very deeply that the
tragedy of the present time is the result of the disruption
of the European soul, and consequently that tile revival of
Europe, the affirmation of Europe, the assertion of its need
to live and to play again the part it formerly played in human.
destinies will furnish the key and, more effectively perhaps
than any other factor, provide a solution to the problem.

74. Thus, in the enthusiasm of this profound conviction,
I pay homage to the eminent figures of Winston Churchill,
who was the first to advocate European unity when the
symptoms of this cr~sis first appeared, and of Ro?ert

. Schuman, who submItted practIcal measures to achIeve
such unity. Germany and Austria must be called upon to
play a part in this movement, in the spirit of Leibnitz.
Goethe and Rant: of Leibnitz, who proposed to Bossuet-to
our Bossuet I hope my French friends will permit m~ to
say-the religious unification of Europe as a basis for'a new,
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70. We have affirmed that peace is ~ndivisible and !hat
aggression can o~ly be restrai?ed by unIversal co-operat!on.
However, we stIll have to Implement these dec1~rntlOns
of principle. The Assembly must lay down that ItS ~rst
task is to give effect and practical meaning to the resolut~on
[377 (V]] " Uniting for Peace" ; each country, accordmg
to its economic and political situation, its military strength
and military traditions and its geographical position, must
assume the obligations incumbent upon it. '

M. Nuclear energy seems to have passed from the catas
trophic to the defensive stage, and we hope it will soon reach
it! definitive stage, when it will be employed industrially.
In :my case, the proposal has been made here either for
control of atomic energy or for its prohibition. However,
ins:pection is essential to secure either object. In the absence
of mspection fully and completely guaranteed, control or
prohibition would be a meaningless term.

~. Finally, there is a moral factor: the cold war, the sub
TC1'8ive war, the threat of the use of destructive weapons,
and a sort of war or pre-war psychosis attended by actual
"War in various parts of the world. Economic aimlessness
lInd disorganization throughout the world have produced
a great weariness, a distressing situation. Among all men,
and everywhere there is a yearning for peace and a desire
for some course of action which would restore economic
and spiritual health to an exhausted, bewildered and irre
solute Europe..

67. We are well aware that this peace cannot be achieved
by purely verbal or rhetorical efforts. No one believes in
the peace offensive which is only aimed at weakening resis
tance, at impairing the spirit of self-preservation and at
hampering the will for justice. There is, however in all
nations-and I might even say also in the Soviet mind
in t.he common or average man of that vast country-th~
deSIre for a real peace based on the readjustment of
economic, political and m.ilitary interests and inspired by
the most cordial and human understanding. ...

68. .President Auriol has given expression here [333rd
mutmg], with that eloquence and distinction which are
~hara~teristic of the French language, to that peace which
IS desIred by all peoples of the world and particularly the
peoples of Spanish America, with their deep attachment
to peace and international justice.

limitation of our objectives had the great advantage of 69. We possess here, in spite of the acrimonious and harsh
winning for us the moral approval of th~ world and of note of our discussions these moral assets and these moral
giving the Asian world proof of the upnghtness of our factors. What must "';'e do ? The weight of these m!'ral
intentions and of the just scope of our purposes. factors imposes a clear policy upon t~e United NatlO~s

Assembly: in the first place, to com~IDe and focus thIS
03 There is another factor which must be bornein mind. longing of all peoples and to make of thIS rostrum the great
The problem of Korea awakened in all nations the instrument, not of the selfish propaganda of anyone country
conviction which hitherto perhaps had only been present but of the desire for peace of the whole world. May thIS
in latent form, that peace is indivisible and that all t~e spirit preside also over our discussions in committee and
world's economic, military and moral fo.rces mu~t be .mobI- may we renounce stri~en~ and contr~dictory mo~ologues
lized to halt aggression. Giving expreSSIon to thIS umversal and engage more happIly In constructIve, harmOniOus and
belief the United Nations decided to overcome the obstacle fruitful conversations.
of th~ veto and approved the rcs~l~tio.n [377 A (V)] esta
blishing in effect the ge~eral m?b~lrzatlOn of all na~lOns to
combat aggression. ThiS C0I?-VlctlO? clearly constltu~es a
highly important moral factor ID the lllterests of peace SIDce,
whatever may be said and despite all rhetorical utterances,
the indusputable fact remains that mankind is aware today
that universal co-operation is essential in order to prevent
aggression.

6-4. In this perhaps rather weighty study which some might
think technical rather than diplomatic, I must refer to pro
gress in the technical sphere which has also proved a factor
favourable to peace. From what I have becn able to note
the public has the impression that technical progress affords
an opportunity of creating a proper balance between the
forces working for peace at less cost, through superiority
in the quality of certain weapons rather than through supe
riority in numbers. This idea leads to another concept of
equal value since, instead of an armaments race, which
would defeat the very purpose it is intended to achieve, it
points to a possibility of reducing armaments to the level
required for the defence of each country and the mainte
n:mce of internal order.
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!legal order; of Goethe, whose Germanic vitalism and roman
ticism bring to us the breath of the latinized and catholic
Rhine; and of Kant, who represented the last endeavour

: to reconcile philosophy with the Christian sentiment of
life and who bears the stamp of Christian philosophy in
contrast with the dissolvent philosophies that followed,
Hegcl's belief in the absolute power of the State and the
materialism of Marx.

75. What has the USSR to fear from this unity of Europe,
c8tablished solely for defence, united solely by moral,
intellectual and esthetic factors which always work for
peace? If such a glorious and harmonious result were
achieved no one would think of denying the Soviet Union
aplace in that comity of nations. Remember that it was the
western countries that discovered the admirable art of Russia
and its no less admirable literatme. Are we not aware and
is it not our duty to proclaim here that, in spite of many
difficulties and many conflicts, centuries of Christian cul
ture must continue to influence the Russian mind ?

7.. I now turn to a point which is not strictly of a moral
and political nature, but rather of a legal character, which
I submit to the serious attention of my colleagues. We
cannot deny that our Charter suffers from very serious

~ faults. We know only too well that the revision of the
Charter is impossible in the light of the Article of which
we are all aware. However, even if that is so, the obscure
parte of the Charter may be interpreted and, where it is
defective, it may be supplemented. Teachers of law know
that law is essentially dynamic and that a static and dead
concept of law cannot be maintained in view of world
el"ents.

77. Our Charter must be interpreted or supplemented
in the same way as pretorian law interpreted and supple
mented the old Roman Law. We must remedy the defects
of the Charter by employing the methods that led to the
el"olution of Roman Law. The principal fault of the Charter
hlU resided in the veto. That is a fact which must be stated
categorically, since an absurd and unacceptable interpretation
Iw been given to the rule of unanimity which we approved
in San Francisco. It has been interpreted as giving all the
greQt Powers the privilege of evading the issue or of avoiding
the !learch for a joint solution by taking up at the outset an
unyielding attitude or by violating the principles of the
Charter. This absolute veto frequently results not in a
choice between two legitimate lines of action under the
Charter, but in a country adopting a course at variance with
the 8pitit and the letter of that instrument. That is a position
we cannot accept. The veto in itself is 0l?en to criticism,
but the veto interpreted as a method to which a Power may
arbitrarily have recourse in order to violate the Charter
while actually invoking the Charter itself, is a monstrous
thing which must be rejected by all the legal minds of the
world.

78. The application of this principle has been clearly
demonstrated in the question of the admission of new
Members. Three States are awaiting a resolution by the
United Nations. Clearly, that resolution has been delayed
for reasons that are mainly political, and the political cri
terion applied to the admission of new Members is bound
to call forth a protest from those who, in San Francisco,
believed that they had established, not an allianc~ or a league
of countries on the old model, but a universal organization.
I ask my colleagues who were present at San Francisco and
I el'en ask those colleagues who represent the Union of
!,oviet Socialist Republics what it was that we established
111 San Francisco.. W'4-S it a political league in which mem
bership depends on the sympathy or the arbitrary acquies-

cence of existing members in regard to application for mem
bership ? Or did we found an international order ?

79. I am sure that no one who was present at San Francisco
could rise in this Assembly and say that we established there
a league and not an organization. We established a universal
juridical order to which every State should belong by
natural law, in the same way as every human being belongs
to the civil order by that same natural law.

80. Consequently, States have the right to enter the
Organization once they have fulfilled the objectivc conditions
laid down in the Charter of being peace-loving and of
accepting their international obligations. The Organization
passes a judgment, and does not give an opinion, on these
objective conditions; and since the days of Greece and
Aristotle's logic, we know that there is a difference between:
opinion, which is arbitrary in nature, and judgment, which
must be based on definite grounds. We must pass a judg
ment based on these conditions which are laid down in the
Charter.

81. Consequently we cannot rccognize any discretionary
power, since if we did so we would become a league. On
that point the International Court of Justice has endorsed
the views of those who upheld the universal character of the
Organization. The International Court of Justice ha,s
stated 4 that the power of the Assembly and of the CouncIL
is not a discretionary power, that it is unrelated to raison
d'Etat, and that it is not a matter of private judgment for
which no reason or explanation need be given. It is in
fact a regulated power which ~s exercised in the manner
stipulated in the Charter. If that is the case, then, we need
to establish a new jurisprudence. We must establish, for
the admission of new Members, a new procedure in confor
mity with the spirit as well as the letter of the Charter.
I am not referring to any country in particular, for I look.
at the Organization from a universal point of view. I refer
to the three States that favour the western nations and to
those that may favour the Soviet bloc. They must all have
the right to backing in their request for admission. Nay,
more, they must be invited by the General Assembly to
adhere to the peace pacts that have been concluded, and to
subscribe to conventions on outstanding intemational
matters, as evidence of their compliance with the provisions
of the Charter.

82. Then the General Assembly, being in possession of
such documents and in the exercise of its functions under
Article 10, would recommend to the Council, in accor~ance
widi its duty, the juridical study of the documents submItted.
The Council would then have to distinguish between votes
cast in accordance with the objective provisions of the
Charter and those based on international grounds outside
the scope of the Charter.

83. Who then could maintain that a single subjective,
personal and arbitrary vote could prevail against the opinion
of the majority-the ove~helming majori~y-based .0!1
documentation submitted m accordance With the spmt
and letter of the Charter? To admit that such a vote
could prevail would be tantamount to enabling. a country
to exercise a function which, even though exercised by all,
would still be null and void, because it would run counter
to the spirit and letter of the Charter.

84. How could we call ourselves a universal institution if
we exclude Italy, the heir of Rome, which was the supreme
master of juridical universality? How could we call

, See Competellce of Assembly l"egardillg admissioll to the U11ited Notians,
Advisory Opitlion: I.C.J; Reports 1950, p. 4.
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ourselves a universal institution if we exclu.ded the Iberi~n
peoples who heroically and after fantastic voyages, dis
covered new'worlds and founded new countries which are
now represented here? How could we call ourselves a
universal institution if we excluded Ireland, whose sons are
scattered in all parts of the world and who ~re a sourc~ of
strength in the field of labour and c~lture In the.Umted
States of America, Canada, Australia, South Mnca and
New Zealand? Ideals, moral aspirations, and even noble
enthusiasm, are here in harmony with the principles of
justice.

85. The Peruvian delegation puts forward its pr~posal
boldly and with conviction, and affirms that other attitudes
are contrary to the spirit of the San Francisco Conference
and to the universal conception of the organization set up
at that historical moment.

86. There are other problems which it is not for me to
raise here but I say, with a certain anxiety, that the problems
with which this Assembly will have to deal, or at least some
of them, are difficult in the extreme. I am not afraid of a
problem when the conflict is between a principle and a parti
cular interest. The problems that are truly tragic for any
thoughtful mind and upright spirit are those in which there
is a conflict between two equally valid and worthy principles
that, nevertheless, paradoxically find opposing expression
in practice.

87. Respect for the severeignty of States and for self
determination is incontestable; but it is also unquestionable
that one of the bases of the United Nations is collective
security and that such security is not only a good thing for
all, but frequently for the countries that might be parti
cularly affected.

88. I recall an idea expressed by the eminent American
statesman, Elihu Root, who said that for every problem,
however difficult it be, there is always an underlying solution,
not at first apparent, but which has to be found by laborious
and patient effort. And when in good faith that solution
is found there is neither victor nor vanquished, but only a
triumph of truth, justice and equity. Following the throught
of so matter-of-fact and practical a man as Root, I would go
somewhat further in an ethical sense: nothing is invincible
for this magical association of the uprightness which leads
us to God and the goodwill and charity which it is our duty
to show to all nations and to all men.

89. I am encouraged by the thought that this Assembly
is being held in the cultural atmosphere of France. The
praises of the French people have been sung here. I shall
~odestly confi~e myself to saying that when we feel the
difficulties are Insuperable, we should turn our minds to
the spirit of immortal France, seek its characteristic qualities
that have been forged out of its scholastic and Cartesian
experien~es, and :find in them the light and inspiration for
the solutIOn of oUl: problems. Thus under God's protection,
under the protectIOn of the mark of humanity and keeping
pace with the noble inspirations of the French people let
us work with daring and with faith for a peace based on
justice and love.

90. Mr. PEARSON (Canada) : May I begin, as so many
others .have be~un, by expressing the pleasure of my
dele~atlOn at bemg once again in this lovely city of Paris
and In this great and hospitable country of France. I confes~
that our dele~ation did not sUFPort the move to transfer
the si~th session of the Genera Assembly from New York
to Pans, but our motives for not doing so will not I am sure, ,

be misunderstood by our French friends. They were cer
tainly no reflection on the affection which we have in Canada
for France, a mother country of the Canadian nation, but
were dictated by considerations of that prudent econo~Y

.which I understand is itself a notable French characterisuc.

91. This general discussion provides tl~e ~pportuI1:ity for
an annual stocktaking of our world OrgaDlzatlOn. ThiS year.
not much comfort or hope results from that pr~cess. One
should not of course, jump to the hasty conclUSIOn that ~ve
are bankrupt, because we are not, but w~ are certainly losirig
some credit. The reply of Mr. Vyshmsky on Thursday
afternoon to the statement of Mr. Acheson that morning
showed in a dramatic way how far this wastage of assets has
gone.

92. The United Nations remains our last best hope for
peace but the emphasis, it seems to ~e, .is shifting from be:"t
to last. We will have to stop that shift If our world Orgao1
zation is to survive as an effective instrument to maintain
peace and promote security.

93. On the credit side, much valuable though often unspec
tacular work in the social, economic and humanitarian field
has been accomplished. The struggle against hunger and
privation goes on and the United Nations is playing a gallant
part in it. In our disappointment over some other aspects
of the United Nations work, we should not forget that fact.
But even this social and humanitarian work is impeded and.
indeed, often frustrated by political factors though it should
be far above such considerations.

94. It is also held back by the fact that one great group of
Powers, which never ceases to boast of its peaceful, huma
nitarian ideals or its technical advances and social deve
lopment, is making practically no contribution to that work.
Indeed the leader of that group of Powers, the USSR, has
refused to participate in the work of a single one of the tech
nical and specialized agencies created by the United Nations

. for social, economic and humanitarian purposes. That fact
itself disposes, among other things, of much of the Soviet
Union's familiar glorification of its desire to share its
progress with others. How, for instance, can any State
boast of its belief in peaceful coexistence and friendly inter
national co-operation when it refuses to take any part
whatever in the work of such useful, progressive bodies as
the World Health Organization or the United Nations Food
and Agriculture Organization ?

95. On the political side of our United Nations work there
have been great achievements. The United Nations has
shown in Korea what collective action under strong lea
dership can do to halt aggression. This demonstration of
our collective will and our collective strength has inspired
and strengthened the United Nations. Those who broke
the peace have been held and driven back, and the lesson of
their failure is there for all others to read who may be
thinking of aggression. That, of course, is the reason why
those others rail against the effectiveness of the United
Nations action in Korea, and try to prove it is action by
American war-mongers and aggressors. If you can believe
that, you can believe anything, but no one believes it except
those whose opinions are prefabricated in Moscow.

96.. For w~at has been accomplished in Korea by the
Umted NatIOns, we should pay a special tribute to the
United States, which has carried so much of the burden ;
and which for that reason has been the target for so much .
of the abuse. No country is closer to the United States
geographically, or in any other way, than Canada. Our
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relations with the most powerful nation in the world are
based on friendship, confidence and mutual respect; they
are not, as in some parts of the world, the relations of
master and servant. We in Canada occasionally do criticize
frankly, but I hope always responsibly, the policies and
attitudes of our friends to the south. This I think only
reinforces the value of the support which, of our own free
will, we give to the United States as, with the United
Kingdom and France, she gives leadership to those countries
which are trying to preserve the peace, 'uphold the principles
and fulfil the purposes of the United Nations Charter. That
is what we are doing today in Korea and thousands of
Canadians, fighting there as soldiers of the United Nations,
are proud to share in that high endeavour.

97. The action of the United Nations in Korea had to
be hastily improvised. It has not even yet a broad enough
basis of participation. It has demonstrated weaknesses as
well as strength in our Organization. Above all, it has under
lined the lesson that responsibilities must be accepted if
privileges and powers arc to be shared. For this reason, the
report of the Collective Measures Committee,5 which was
created at the last session [resolution 377 (V)] to study how
collective action could most effectively be organized in
future against an aggressor, will constitute one of the most
important subjects for consideration at this session. The
result of that consideration may go far to show whether our
Assembly, which now has the authority, will be able to use
that authority more effectively against threats to the peace
than the Security Council has recently been able to do.

98. If a powerful group in the Assembly opposes this
development or if others stand aloof, then the United
Nations may become little more than a forum for the
expression of world opinion, and an instrument for the
conciliation and negotiation of disputes, if any, which do
not involve any major Power. Those are important func
tions, but if they are the only things we can do the whole
character of our world organization is changed from the

_concept proclaimed at San Francisco, and collective security
on a universal basis becomes a distant dream. As it
disappears, we would be forced to rely more and more as a
second best on limited and regional arrangements to protect
the peace. Such a possibility must certainly be faced. There
is no point in deceiving ourselves. The United Nations has
great achievements to its credit and will have more', but the
vision which once inspired such world-wide and such fervent
hope has been dimmed by the dark clouds of political conflict
between the great Powers.

99. Intemational relations are now, in a very real and
dangerous sense, centred on the conflict between two great
blocs, facing each other in suspicion and animosity and fear,
with the chasm between them growing wider, and the efforts
to bridge that chasm apparently becoming less effective.
Indeed, if we took this statement of the USSR representative
on Thursday last at face value, it would show that the USSR
Govemment has now decided to abandon the effort comple
tely and to use the United Nations not for the removal of
differences, but merely to vilify, to sneer at and to attack
those with whom it disagrees. That, in turn, naturally
produces a hardening on the other side until diplomatic
negotiations of any kind become practically impossible.
That is -the real tragedy and the real danger of the present
position.

• See Official RecQI'df of the General Assembly, Sixth Sesrion, Supplemettt
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100. Between those two blocs other States hover uneasily,
~or~ their own. small gro~pi,ngs aI?-d pursue their own aims
mSlde and outSIde the Umted NatIOns. Some of these aims
are peaceful and legitimate but others have little to do:with
the principles of our Charter. Many of the States between
the two blocs are what we now describe as "under
developed areas". They are receiving a measure, indeed
an increasing measure, of technical assistance from the
United Nations and technical and economic aid from the'
various agencies in the free world, including that provided'
by the Colombo Plan which was set up through the mitiative
of the Commonwealth of Nations, membership in which
my country is proud to play a part.

101. If only the burden of the defence programmes could
be reduced a much larger measure of such technical assis
tance and aid for capital development could and would flow
in a far greater stream into under-developed countries and
territories. Unhappily the necessity forced on free States
to protect themselves against the imperialism of the Soviet
Union, using as its spear-head the weapon of international
communism, has now become the mainspring of -national
policy. It has forced us into this cold war which now unfor-
tunately colours every subject appearing in the United
Nations agenda, whether the election of the chairman of a
sub-committee or a resolution on disarmament. As a result,_
the United Nations instead of devoting its energy to,
removing the causes of war and promoting economic and
social well-being is now used all too much as an agency; for
gaining strength in the conflict which now rages and in.
preparing for the far worse one which may come.

102. In our debates and discussions some representatives"
notably the Cominform representatives, adopt the strategy
and even vocabulary of conflict and others feel it necessary"
to defend themselves against these tactics. Ideas and words.
are distorted as in war propaganda and lose their meaning._
Peace is used merely as a slogan to divide and disarm the
enemy. The victims of aggression, as in Korea, are
denounced as aggressors. Dangerous courses are advocated
in the name of nationalism, freedom, international law, order
or of progress. In such an atmosphere how can our United
Nations grow stronger'? How, in fact, can it survive ?

103. There was a depressing example last Thursday of
the depths to which the debates of the United Nations
General Assembly' can now descend. The United States
Secretary of State, on behalf of the three Powers, made a
serious, constructive and helpful proposal for the regulation,
limitation and the balanced reduction of all forces and
armaments together with the prohibition of atomic weapons.
The first essential step in this process was to set up an mter
national agency to go into every country, including the
United States and the USSR, and secure complete infor-·
mation about every form of armed force and armament,_
including atom bombs.

104. What was Mr. Vyshinsky's reply to this three-Power
disarmament proposal ? He could hardly sleep, he said, it
made him laugh so much. It was so funny. It makes one:
wonder whether this pathetic merriment does not conceal
an uneasy conscience. When he stopped laughin~,
Mr. Vyshinsky produced a really serious proposal of hIS
own. I should like to read the first paragraph of that pro
posal which is a follows [Aj1944] :

" The General Assembly declares participation in the
aggressive Atlantic Bloc and the creation by certain States,
and primarily by the United States of America, of military,
naval and air bases in foreign-territory incompatible with
membership of the United Nations. "
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homes and driven like animals to the horrors of a concen- dance with
tration camp does anybody in Budapest dare to protest? . Nations. If
If he so mu~h as murmured in his sleep, he would soon . split betwee
join the ten thousandif, indeed, he got that far. Of course endangers 01

Mr. Vyshinsky says that such reports. are slanderous fabri- United Nat
cations but we are not able to beheve that because We apoint wh(
know the facts. And facts, to use the USSR representative's General Ass,
own words, are stubborn things. split pel'sist~

United Nati
111. Similarly, when Mr. Vyshinsky says "evevyone Francisco, r
knows that the Soviet Union... has no intention of... sllOuld it eVI
attacking... any... country", and therefore we need no thing worth
armed defence against a non-existent danger, our reply is imrrieasurab
again that we are not able to believe that because facts are
against it. And again, when he says that Soviet Russia
abhors power-politics and stands for " close international
co-operation based on mutual respect... and... sovereign
equality of States ", we simply point to the Soviet attitude
towards Yugoslavia or recall the fate of those Polish or
Czech or Bulgarian communists who dared to show a traee
of national loyalty or patriotism. Because the facts, those
stubborn things, are there for all to see, we have in my
country a dread of the aggressive designs of Moscow, and
less hope now than before that negotiation inside the United
Nations will result in action which will remove that dread.
Other free peoples have come to the same conclusion. Even
in the USSR itself, because of the misrepresentation and
falsification of events in other countries by a Government
which has absolute control over what its own people see and
hear, that fear of war has now been driven deep into the
minds of the people there who want war as little as we do.
And so the vicious circle of fear is now complete.

112. As one means of escape from this dread anxiety, my
country is now forced to increase its armed strength, though
there lies ahead of it, as a young country, a tremendous
task of peaceful national development to which it desires
to direct all its energy, all its resources and all its wealth.
But instead, for the protection of our very existence, we are
now forced, by the unfriendly, aggressive policies of the
Cominform States, to devote today about 45 per cent of
our budget to defence. History shows that arms alone have
never been able to ensure peace. But what alternative is
there in present circumstances to acquiring that strength
from which alone the free world can negotiate, with any
chance of success, with those who recognize no other test
but power? No words of the kind which Mr. Vyshinsky
has uttered in this debate will deflect my own country from
this course, because nothing he has said, and indeed his
Government has done, has lessened the burden of our fear.

113. Without military strength then, we feel that we
w~ul? b~ l?st. But now that our strength is increasing, and
thIS IS gIvmg greater confidence to our people, it should
also-and I hope we shall never forget this-give us renewed
determination to use that strength solely for defensive
purposes and without provocation; to use it as a basis for
the negotiation and settlement of differences whenever
possible, within the United Nations. '

114. It is essential that when a genuine move towards
peace and the easing of international tension is made by
Members of the United Nations we should meet it half
way, or indeed more than half way, but glib words about
peaceful coexistence are not enough. Hitler promised that
to those ~e wished to conquer, if they would only wear
brown shIrts and become his slaves. It is always easy to
secure peace and a kind of security on the other man's
terms, but we know where that can lead : to the humiliation
of a Chamberlain and the death of a Masaryk.
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109. Our policies must be based on a sober weighing of
facts, however unpalatable. But I for one am not prepared
to abandon hope of negotiations within the United Nations
to ease the present tension. The three Powers have made a
serious proposal that we should begin discussions here and
now for the reduction of armaments. We, in our delegation,
support this proposal, but we know that one determining
factor must be the attitude of the USSR. So I hope that
this attitude, as stated by the representative of the USSR
last Thursday, will be reconsidered, so that when we sit
down in the First Committee to examine this question, the
USSR delegation may be able to help us realize, rather than
to laugh at, the deepest hopes of mankind.

105. It is quite obvious that the USSR delegation does
not expect to get much support for that. Even as propaganda
it is not very impressive stuff. The wh?le world knows th~t
the Atlantic Pact is a purely defenSIve arrange~ent, m
strict accordance with Article 51 of the Charter. It WIll never
become anything else. Mr. Eden, in ~hat great and movi~g
speech which we listened to a ~ew mmutes ago, on~e agam
re-emphasized that fact, speakmg as a represen~atlve of a
country which did as much as any country to WIll the last
war and is doing as much as any to prevent the next one.

10u. The USSR proposal also calls for a general disar
mament conference beginning not later than 1 June 1952.
Why wait until June? What is this Assembly? It is itself
'1 disarmament conference with a concrete proposal now
-before it ; one which causes Mr. Vyshinsky only merriment.

107. Then, finally, the USSR representative agair: pro
duces his five-Power peace pact. As Mr. Acheson saId the
other day in the United Nations Charter we have a sixty
Power p~ace pact. Why does the USSR representative
think that a new and more exclusive pact would do what
the Charter does not do ? Of the five Governments which
he suggests for this pact he damns three as aggressors,
war-mongers, imperialist cliques and capitalist exploiters;
but he would have us believe that a pact, a piece of paper,
would change all that, restore confidence, produce co
operation and friendship. This kind of argument is an insult
to our intelligence; but, of course, it is not meant for us.
Once again the United Nations Assembly is used merely
as an instrument for political warfare and debased for pro
paganda purposes.

108. I stress these depressing reflections which the USSR
statement of last Thursday provokes, because none of us
can escape the responsibility of assessing the attitudes and
motivations of the Government of the USSR as realistically
as possible, however grim the conclusions resulting from
that assessment may be.

110. That would involve, amongst other things, a readiness
by t~edelegation of the USSR and by every other delegation,
to dISCUSS facts rather than to pursue the tactics of propa
ganda. But nothing, I am afraid, that we have heard so
far from the Soviet delegation gives us very much reason
for hope on this score. For example, Mr. Acheson reminded
us the other day of brutal violations of human rights and
hum~ dignity from, which thousands in.Hungary and other
Commform countnes have suffered 1ll recent months.
Mr. Vyshinsky could do no better than to retaliate with a
report of two n.egroe~ shot in Florida.. If that report is
accurate, a shockmg cnme has been commItted. However the
im~ortant fact i~ that 99.9 per cent of the people ot'the
Untted States WIll feel that way about it. Thousands will
protest about it and will try to do something about it. But
when 10 j OOO innocent Hungarians are dragged from their

)
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115. The only peaceful coexistence which we can accept,
. and for which we must never cease to search, is in accor

dance with the principles of the Chartel" of the United
Nations. If only we could reach that objective the tragic
split between the great Powers which now weakens and
endangers our world Organization could be healed, and the
United Nations could grow in strength and prestige to
a point where many of the items on the agenda of this
General Assembly would be unthinkable. If, however, that
split persists and becomes deeper and more dangerous the
United Nations, as we know it now, as we formed it at San
Francisco, may disappear, and with that disappearance,
should it ever take place, the risk of a war in which every
thing worth having would also disappear would become
immeasurably greater.

"rinted in France'

116. To the prevention of that final catastrophe my dele
gation hopes that this Assembly will be able to make an
effective contribution. To that end we pledge our own best
efforts.

117. The PRESIDENT (trallslated from Spanish): I
should like to remind representatives who wish to speak.
in the general debate that the list of speakers will be closed
at six o'clock this evening, and I would therefore ask those
who wish to be included in the list to submit their names to
the Secretariat.

The meeting rose at 12.35 p.m.




